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The proofing solution
for professionals:
GMG ColorProof
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We Can Proof It:
Predicting press results with highest color accuracy
GMG ColorProof is an internationally renowned software solution for producing digital contract proofs and
color-accurate mockups. Unrivaled in terms of color
accuracy and consistency, GMG ColorProof always gets
top ratings in comparative tests of well-known competitor products by independent organizations.

When is a proof a proof? As soon as you verify it! For
quality control, you can print control strips such as the
Ugra/Fogra Media Wedge with the proof. Printers with an
integrated measuring device can automatically measure
the strips. Even spot colors can be verified by printing
and measuring dynamically created spot color strips.

GMG ColorProof makes a difference

Today’s printing industry revolves around automation
and productivity. GMG ColorProof offers diverse automation functionalities and can be easily integrated into
workflow systems with XML output. Recurring tasks can
be automated and printer maintenance scheduled for
convenience. The workload can be balanced between
printers and thanks to a smart file routing to the correct
workflow, you save a lot of time for doing the things you
really need to do.

When we say highest color accuracy, we mean it – and
we can prove it, in both respects. Unlike many other
proofing systems, GMG ColorProof has a powerful color
management core forged from GMG DeviceLink technology and GMG printer drivers. In contrast to ICC profiles, DeviceLink profiles ensure a more precise control
of CMY and Black channels. Our printer drivers control
the ink limiting and droplet size to produce best proof-topress matches, colorimetrically and visually.

• Plug and Proof system with pre-installed, tested color
profiles for all relevant printing standards
• Calibration concept for highest stability and
consistency – calibrate once, meet all standards
• Built-in quality control features and support for
various measuring devices

Proof

Print

GMG ColorProof makes your life easier. As an out-ofthe-box solution, the software comes with preinstalled,
tested color profiles of all international printing standards. After a brief printer calibration, you are ready to
print the first proof. As calibration is key for a good color
management, GMG ColorProof has a very user-friendly
calibration concept for highest stability and consistency
across printers, measuring devices and locations. Generally, user-friendliness is top priority for us, which shows
in the easy to learn, intuitive user interface.
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